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UPFRONT WITH NZALPA PRESIDENT 

It’s been a big year for NZALPA and, 
with the Christmas season upon us, it’s 
of course one of our busiest periods. 

As well as the frantic pace of this time of 
the year, it’s also a season of reflection 
and I’d like to share, for me, the 
significant events for NZALPA in 2017. 

We actively participated, including on 
two high-profile panels discussing the 
reality of ‘atypical employment’ and 
‘flags of convenience’ issues at the 
IFALPA international conference in 
Montreal, Canada. This was an eye-
opening experience learning about 
the erosion of workers’ contracts 
and conditions in other jurisdictions, 
and reminded me of the old Fred 
Dagg adage – ‘we don’t know how 
lucky we are’. It is so important that 
we continue to both maintain and 
improve our employment standards 
here in New Zealand. 

Meanwhile, our battle over the length 
of the proposed Wellington Airport 
runway extension safety area (RESA) 
awaits the ruling of the Supreme 
Court. Wellington Airport and the 
CAA have appealed the prior NZALPA 
Court of Appeal ‘win’, which has also 
led to the postponement of the 
runway’s resource consent process. 

There was disappointment, however, 
at the loss of the Second Officer pay 
equity ruling in the Supreme Court 
earlier this year. There has been 
subsequent progress though, and 
we’re now working through discussions 
with Air New Zealand to investigate 
ways to equalise pay across all Air New 
Zealand jet fleet ranks.

We hosted two highly successful 
Conferences and welcomed 
international aviation colleagues to 
both the NZALPA Annual Conference, 
this year held in Christchurch, and 
the IFATCA Asia-Pacific Regional 
Meeting in Wellington. A big thank 
you to the NZALPA members and 
staff who worked tirelessly to make 
these events so informative, collegial 
and memorable. 

We’ve grown our membership by 
welcoming a number of helicopter 
and fixed-wing pilots as part of 
our campaign to grow our General 

TIM ROBINSON

Aviation representation. Along 
with pilot training, it’s a burgeoning 
industry and NZALPA is best placed 
to assist and represent workers’ 
interests in this sector. 

On the negotiations front, we 
welcomed the settlement of Virgin, 
Jetstar, Mount Cook and Air Nelson 
Collective Employment Agreements 
(CEAs). Mount Cook and Air Nelson 
contracts are currently out for 
ratification. There was also continued 
participation and development of 
the Air New Zealand Group High 
Performance Engagement with 
successful completion of the 18-month 
Jet A320 Work Rules Improvement 
Team engagement process. 

Care and support of our members and 
colleagues is NZALPA’s highest priority 
and I’m delighted at the continued 
development of the NZALPA Peer 
Assistance Network (PAN) programme, 
including commitments of support 
from Air New Zealand, Jetconnect, 
VANZ and XT Catlin insurance, with 
endorsement from our regulator, the 
Civil Aviation Authority. Airways is also 
considering how they will support the 
ATC’s own programme, developed by 
a number of our dedicated and highly 
professional air traffic controllers. Much 
time and expertise has been given by 
the membership to also develop the  
Women’s Assistance Forum within the 
PAN programme.

NZALPA continues to have a high 
profile in the national media and 
received considerable coverage this 
year on key aviation issues such as 
pilot training, proliferation of Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) and the 
need to support workers in smaller 
aviation operations. We also had the 
successful launch of the new NZALPA 
Smartphone App and revamped and 
improved communications through 
Uplink and the NZALPA website.

Following on from the formation of 
the new Labour-led Government we 
expect employee-driven changes and 
formal amendments to employment 
legislation in 2018. With a renewed 
focus on ministerial, government and 
regulatory engagement, NZALPA is 
well placed to continue building close 
and informative relationships to make 
sure NZALPA, as the ‘Voice of Aviation’, 
is heard loud and clear. 

Finally, after Air New Zealand was 
awarded Top Airline in the World by 
prestigious US magazine Condé Nast 
Traveler, in this last Uplink for 2017, 
we welcome a guest editorial from 
Air New Zealand Chief Executive 
Christopher Luxon. It was pleasing 
to see that, on receipt of the airline’s 
latest accolade, Air New Zealand firstly 
thanked the consistent hard work of 
its 11,800 employees. 

On behalf of all the NZALPA officers 
and staff, I wish you and your families 
a happy and safe festive season. 

Labour MP Marja Lubeck, NZALPA GM Dawn Handforth, Prime Minister Jacinda 
Ardern and NZALPA President Tim Robinson at the recent Air New Zealand 
Parliamentary Function.
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GENERAL MANAGER’S NOTE

DAWN HANDFORTH 
It’s been a busy post-Election period 
for NZALPA and we’ve been both 
approached and reached out to 
the new Government in regard to 
employment relations changes to the 
current legislation. We’re also hoping 
to meet with both the Minister of 
Transport, Hon Phil Twyford, and the 
newly-appointed Minister of Workplace 
Relations and Safety, Hon Iain Lees-
Galloway, in the coming weeks. 

Employment relations are a key 
part of the new sixth Labour-led 
Government and members will be 
aware of their intention to introduce 
legislative and regulatory employment 
law changes as part of the ‘100 Day’ 
action plan, in order to “improve 
fairness in the workplace.” 

We support improvements to the 
Employment Relations Act and, of 
particular importance to NZALPA, will 
be the following four priority areas: 

1. Restoring the right to rest and 
meal breaks at work.

2. Restoring reinstatement of 
employment as the primary 
remedy when an employee has 
been unjustifiably dismissed.

3. Reviewing the current 90-day limit 
for raising a personal grievance. 
NZALPA would like to see this 
extended to 24 months and a 
restoration of the common law 
proceeding of wrongful dismissal. 

4. The high performance and high 
engagement model of industrial 
relations. In our experience, 
when undertaken correctly, with 
genuine commitment and proper 
resourcing, we have seen it can 
be successful and produce results 
that benefit our members. 

Given NZALPA’s raft of experience 
and expertise in this area, we’re 
also looking forward to advising the 
new Government on a number of 
related issues and providing our 
recommendations. 

One of these would be improving 
the skills and training for mediators, 
particularly in rational problem 
solving and alternative dispute 
resolution techniques. We’ll also 
be recommending a fairer and 
more transparent appointment 
process of Authority members to the 
Employment Relations Authority (ERA).

Another important recommended 
change would be the removal of the 
default requirement for the ERA to 
give its determination or preliminary 
findings orally immediately at the 
conclusion of an investigation 
meeting. This would mitigate the risk 
of errors being made in what can 
often be unique and/or technical 
aviation matters. 

We’d also like to see increased paid 
time off for union representatives to 
do their necessary union work and the 

ability of unions to issue improvement 
notices in relation to breaches of 
collective employment agreements, 
similar to the powers of health and 
safety representatives under the 
Health and Safety at Work Act. 

On NZALPA’s list is also a review of 
the Holidays Act, including clarification 
regarding the nominating and 
reorganising of public holidays. This 
is particularly important for a 24/7 
industry such as aviation whereby 
employees’ lives are dictated by 
rosters over which they have limited 
or no control, impacting the availability 
of quality time off with family and 
friends. Of course, it almost goes 
without saying that rest in the aviation 
industry is particularly important – not 
just for the health and welfare of our 
members, but also for the wider safety 
of the travelling public. 

Recognising global as well as local 
concerns about the proliferation 
of ‘atypical employment’ models, 
NZALPA will be advocating changes to 
New Zealand employment legislation 
that guards against ‘atypical’, bogus, 
and secondary employment contracts 
we’ve seen overseas that clearly 
undermine employment security and 
safety standards.

As we say goodbye to a year that 
seems to have gone by at a rapid 
rate of knots, my thanks go to 
the dedicated, hardworking and 
professional staff at NZALPA, who are 
always a privilege to work with.

For all those fortunate to be taking a 
break over the festive season, keep 
safe and enjoy the time with your 
friends and loved ones. 

General Manager Dawn Handforth.
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GUEST EDITORIAL

CHRISTOPHER LUXON, AIR NEW ZEALAND CEO
Thank you for the opportunity to write 
this month’s guest editorial. It’s a real 
privilege and demonstrates just how 
far we’ve come in both union and 
company efforts to build a stronger 
relationship between Air New Zealand 
and the New Zealand pilot community.

This close working relationship was 
never better highlighted than during 
the recent fuel crisis. Without the 
support of NZALPA and the co-
operation of many pilot members we 
wouldn’t have been able to reduce 
the impact on our wider network by 
consolidating services and tankering 
fuel into Auckland.

Our ability to respond to the 
numerous schedule changes and 
cancellations across our domestic and 
international networks ensured this 
event had nowhere near the negative 
impact it could have. I want to extend 
my personal thanks to NZALPA 
members for their support during this 
very challenging time.

The fuel crisis reminds me that 
running an airline is a total team 
sport, and there are lots of players 
in our Air New Zealand team who 
have dedicated positions they play 
superbly well. Pilots play one of those 
important positions - flying our planes 
brilliantly, projecting leadership and 

delivering our customer experience. 
Our pilots are incredibly committed, 
loyal and invested in the airline 
because you often choose to build 
your whole career at Air New Zealand, 
and so really care about how we’re 
growing and developing as a business. 

I’m personally committed to making 
Air New Zealand a great place to 
be a pilot. I’m really encouraged by 
our progress and embracing of High 
Performance Engagement (HPE), 

yet I know there is more to do. In 
February, we will run our annual Your 
Voice employee engagement survey. 
I encourage all our pilots to take the 
time to provide honest feedback – it’s 
vital for us to hear your voice on the 
things we’re doing well and the things 
we could improve on.

Most things about Air New Zealand 
can ultimately be copied by our 
competitors. However, engaged 
and committed people delivering 
our uniquely Kiwi service is the one 
thing no competitor can copy. I’m 
immensely proud of the way our 
pilots step up during challenging 
times such as disrupt situations and 
look out for the best interests of our 
customers and crew. The steady flow 
of positive feedback and photos we 
receive through our social media 
channels demonstrates just how 
much of an impact you can have on a 
customer’s journey. 

I’m very conscious that we are now 
headed into our busiest time of the 
year so thank you in advance for your 
service over the holiday season. We 
have an exciting year planned for 
further growth at Air New Zealand in 
2018 which in turn creates individual 
opportunities for our pilots too. I wish 
you and your families a very happy 
Christmas and holiday season.

Air New Zealand Chief Executive Christopher Luxon.
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NEGOTIATIONS UPDATE 
Current and ongoing negotiations involving NZALPA are detailed below. For any related queries, please email 
office@nzalpa.org.nz

AIR NELSON  
– Advocate Mark Dignan

Terms of settlement have been 
agreed, and the ratification ballot 
opened on 8 November, and closed 
on 23 November.

The package offers significant 
improvements to a variety of important 
terms and conditions, including an 
increase from 8 to 10 rostered days 
off every monthly roster, and better 
definitions and protections around 
the rostering and quality of days 
off. Minimum rest periods at home 
base will be improved, and subject to 
ongoing review.

A review of time spent away from 
base will be commenced immediately 
after ratification with a focused 
working group, similar to the structure 
of the Air New Zealand Jet Pilot Work 
Rules Improvement Team (WRIT). The 
ability to work with, and learn from 
the WRIT, and also work with the 
Mount Cook NZALPA pilots on shared 
interests will ensure that as much 
experience and knowledge is brought 
to bear as possible.

The Agreement calls for an 18-month 
term, with a provision for resumption 
of bargaining after 12 months if it is felt 
that progress is not being made in the 
work above. A general wage increase 
of 2% per annum will be applied to 
pay scales and allowances, with a 2% 
increase in the first 12 months and 
a 1% increase for the final 6 months. 
For the first time in eight years the 
allowance structure will be reviewed by 
NZALPA and management. 

The Accommodation Schedule 
will be amended to include all 
hotels approved by the NZALPA 
Air New Zealand Jet Pilot Council, 
and more hotels will be reviewed 
in more destinations with greater 
pilot involvement in procurement 
processes. To address the ‘last-
minute’ issues that have been arising 
with accommodation, a ‘Primary/
Secondary/Emergency hotel list’ will 
be created, as will the capability for 
a Regional Operations Control (ROC) 
Duty Manager to be authorised to 
settle accommodation issues during 
disrupts (with payment authority).

The Regional Seniority List (RSL) and 
enhanced Security of Employment work 
will be concluded;  the Agreement now 
has wording reflecting the inclusion 
of the RSL work, and a schedule is 
reserved for the work to be attached 
upon ratification.

MOUNT COOK  
– Advocate Mark Dignan

Terms of settlement have also 
been agreed, with the ratification 
ballot concluding at the same time 
as Air Nelson on 23 November. 
The Agreement will also run for an 
18-month term, with a provision for 
an early return to the bargaining 
table after 12 months. During the 
term, a 2% per annum increase 
will apply to remuneration and all 
allowances. The Supervisory Captains 
allowance will be increased, and a 
70/30 ratio of training-to-line flying 
will be introduced.

A new mechanism is in place to 
address overnights greater than 29 
hours in total, and limits have been 
agreed on the number of double 
overnights that can be rostered. 
Minimum rest periods at home base 
will also be improved, and will be 
subject to ongoing review.

The standby trial agreed with the 
airline has been improved, allowing 
for removal of the ‘not unreasonably 
withhold agreement to work on one 
of their rostered days off’ clause. 
There is also a dispute-resolution 
process to resolve issues that arise 
out of the standby agreement.

A time away from base working 
group will be established, which will 
draw on the experience of the Air 
New Zealand WRIT.

An agreed Accommodation Schedule 
(in line with the Air Nelson Schedule) 
will be added to the Agreement, 
allowing for more hotels to be 
reviewed in more destinations 
with greater pilot involvement in 
procurement processes. As with Air 
Nelson, to address the ‘last-minute’ 
issues that have been arising 
with accommodation, a ‘Primary/
Secondary/Emergency hotel list’ will 
be created, as will the capability for 
a Regional Operations Control (ROC) 
Duty Manager to be authorised to 
settle accommodation issues during 
disrupts (with payment authority). 

mailto:office%40nzalpa.org.nz?subject=Negotiations%20queries
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JETCONNECT  
– Advocate Mark Dignan

Bargaining continues and, while it 
has been a lengthy process, the 
team is optimistic that a common 
understanding now exists around 
the final issues to be addressed, and 
that some good progress was made 
at the most recent (at time of writing) 
meeting on 24 October. 

Agreement has been reached on 
key interests such as improving the 
quality and quantity of rostered days 
off, remuneration, and part-time 
provisions. Outstanding issues around 
a starting/training salary rate for year-
one First Officers and compliance with 
the rest and meal break legislation 
remain open. A proposal that would 
allow the team to address these 
issues has been taken back to Qantas 
by management, and management 
will respond at the next planned 
meetings on 6 and 7 December. 

Base meetings to update the 
Jetconnect NZALPA membership 
were held on 14 and 15 November, 
and the members were appraised 
of progress to date. This was well 
received. A positive response from 
the Sydney office at the December 
meetings may well bring the 
bargaining to conclusion.

JETSTAR REGIONAL  
– Advocate Adam Nicholson 

Discussions with the company 
continued on 15 November. 
Significant items yet to be resolved 
include:

• Number of days off per roster;

• Criteria for determining order 
of selection in the event of a 
redundancy;

• What information will be provided 
to a pilot who is the subject of a 
complaint;

• Protection of air data recorded 
information;

• Changes to a rostered duty;

• Aspects of reserve duty 
requirements.

We are hopeful that a settlement can 
be reached before Christmas.

AIR NEW ZEALAND  
– Advocate Adam Nicholson

Member consultation, development 
of claims/interests and strategy 
planning is progressing. Constructive 
pre-negotiation dialogue with the 
company is taking place. Negotiations 
do not start until early 2018.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL  
– Advocate Adam Nicholson

Member consultation, development of 
claims/interests and strategy planning 
is progressing. Pre-negotiation 
dialogue is scheduled for December 
12. Negotiations do not start until 
early 2018.
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BARGAINING COURSES PREPARE MEMBERS FOR NEGOTIATIONS
Air Nelson pilot and Council 
Administrative Head Tony McKevitt 
has been part of the NZALPA pilot 
negotiation team since 1998 after 
completing a negotiation course 
with NZALPA’s Legal Advocate 
Adam Nicholson. McKevitt has been 
involved in every collective agreement 
negotiation with Air Nelson ever since.

In October this year, along with other 
Air Nelson and Mount Cook pilots, 
McKevitt looked to refresh his skills by 
completing NZALPA’s Interest-based 
Bargaining Course. This is based 
on the learnings gained by NZALPA 
through the Harvard Program on 
Negotiation and approved by the 
Ministry of Business, Innovation 
and Employment. The course was 
presented once again by Nicholson. 

Despite his previous experience, 
McKevitt found the course useful and 
acknowledges the helpful shift away 
from positional bargaining to interest-
based negotiation.

“Interest-based bargaining recognises 
the need to sustain an ongoing 
relationship between employer and 
employee, and works on reaching a 
satisfactory settlement that doesn’t 
mean parties focus on winning at all 
costs,” McKevitt says.

“Positional bargaining had its time and 
place, but currently I would advocate 
that interest-based solutions are the 
way forward.”

McKevitt has been interested in 
bargaining since his time in the United 
Kingdom working in the maritime 

industry. He went on to complete a 
cadetship and joining the Merchant 
Navy and Airline Officers’ Association 
(MNAOA (later National Union 
of Marine, Aviation and Shipping 
Transport Officers (NUMAST)) and 
now Nautilus UK, with aviation 
members then joining British Airline 
Pilots’ Association (BALPA) in 1990).

It was in the late 1980s that McKevitt 
become involved with negotiation and 
it really captured his attention.

“At that stage I had no formal training, 
but it was an area of interest and I 
picked up a lot from my colleagues,” 
he says.

When he returned to his homeland 
of New Zealand, he joined NZALPA 
in 1992 when he switched to the 
aviation industry.

“It was partly out of habit as belonging 
to a union was the done thing,” 
McKevitt says. 

“But ultimately, I also agree with the 
fundamental philosophy of a union 
– that we’re part of a collective that 
supports our fellow colleagues.”

He adds that he has taken huge 
learnings away from his training  
this year.

“Not only did the course teach me the 
need to build ongoing relationships, 
but it showed me how to identify the 
conclusion of bargaining – I’d always 
struggled with knowing when we’ve got 
there and now I believe the end is not 
when we have fought for every interest, 
but when we collectively believe, as a 

pilot bargaining team, that we have got 
the best deal we will achieve.

“Previous positional bargaining has 
been about ‘you give me this and I’ll 
give you that’, but this course and way 
of negotiating focuses on coming to 
a deal that best meets the needs of 
both parties.”

He suggests all members of NZALPA 
take up the opportunity to complete 
the course.

“Everyone interested in their own 
future, and that of their colleagues, 
should do this course; there’s always 
space for better bargaining skills 
and it can be used for more than 
employment bargaining.”

NZALPA will soon be releasing 2018 
dates for its next round of interest-
based bargaining courses, which are 
open to all NZALPA members.

NZALPA’s General Manager Dawn 
Handforth is a big supporter of 
interest-based negotiations, and 
attended Harvard’s Program on 
Negotiation back in 2012.

“Learning interest-based bargaining 
skills allows negotiators to separate 
the people from the problem and 
make it possible to have an amicable 
agreement,” Handforth says.

“On these courses, people learn to 
expand the pie to benefit all parties 
rather than fighting over who gets 
what slice of a fixed pie, which 
frequently leaves value on the table. 
Issues are decided on their merits, 
rather than via a haggling process.”
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS: NEW GOVERNMENT OVERVIEW
TOM BUCKLEY – NZALPA ADVOCATE 

During this year’s General Election, 
we saw Labour propose a range of 
amendments to industrial relations, 
intended to improve working 
conditions and employer-employee 
relations, and introduce a better level 
of wages. 

They campaigned on changes to 
the Employment Relations Act 
(ERA) and their proposals were a 
welcome relief to the trade unions. 
For almost a decade, unions 
have endured amendments to 
employment legislation by the 
previous government, which saw the 
weakening of unions and an erosion 
of workers’ rights and protections. 

In the first few days following the 
formation of the sixth Labour-led 
government, new Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern spoke at the biannual 
New Zealand Council of Trade 
Unions (NZCTU) Conference. 

In her presentation, the Prime 
Minister outlined the new 
Government’s desire to have decent 
employment, and payment for that 
work, for all New Zealanders. The 
details of the Government’s plan for 
industrial relations appear to have 

survived, in fact even strengthened, by 
the coalition negotiations. 

These changes will initially see 
the restoration of what has been 
removed over the last decade and 
contributed to the erosion of worker 
rights, such as 90-day trial periods, 
lack of protection of rest and meal 
breaks and amendments designed 
to weaken collective bargaining. 
After this, reforms will be focused 
around improving industrial relations, 
minimum redundancy levels, 
addressing atypical employment 
contracts, recognising overtime in 
legislation, fair pay agreements, and 
amending the Equal Pay Act. 

During this same speech to NZCTU, 
the Prime Minister talked about 
high-performance, high-engagement 
systems for worker participation 
in decision-making – something 
NZALPA has first-hand experience of 
during the past few years with the Air 
New Zealand group of companies. 
Air New Zealand was highlighted by 
the Prime Minister as an example of 
business and workers successfully 
working together. This is a template 
that the Prime Minister has signalled 

will be used in the public sector and 
it may well become more popular. 
This style of industrial relations 
was also praised by the Minister of 
Finance when earlier launching his 
‘Future of Work’ Report.

Employee and membership 
organisations like NZALPA operate to 
protect and further the interests of 
working aviation professionals and 
collaborate in the improvement of 
the profession. 

Pilots and air traffic controllers are 
proud of the work that they do. It 
doesn’t make sense for employers 
not to engage this enthusiasm to 
the benefit of their businesses. In 
our experience it has become an 
irrefutable fact – it is those employers 
who embrace best practice, genuinely 
engage with workers and share their 
gains that are often the companies 
that benefit most.

He aha te mea nui o te ao
What is the most important 
thing in the world?

He tangata, he tangata, he tangata
It is the people, it is the people, it is 
the people
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NEW ZEALAND NEWS

AIR TRAVEL NUMBERS TO DOUBLE BY 2036
Radio New Zealand’s Transport, Energy 
and Resource Infrastructure Reporter 
Eric Frykberg reported that an 
expected 7.8 billion passengers will be 
taken on flights by airlines by 2036. 

The figures on the report released 
by the International Air Transport 
Association (IATA) includes some 
people travelling multiple times.

IATA forecasts almost doubled the 
current number of passenger journeys 
today of 4 billion. They were based 
on average growth of 3.6 percent per 
annum for 20 years, compounded.

The report says the biggest driver of 
demand would be the Asia-Pacific 
region, accounting for more than half 
the growth, with China displacing the 
United States as the world’s largest 
aviation market in around 2022.

But IATA added a caveat, saying if 
trade protection policies and travel 

restrictions developed, they could shave 
1.1bn off the 2036 figure. But if trade 
liberalisation increased, then passenger 
numbers could triple, not double.

Either way, the report says the growth 
would strain the ability of airports, 
access roads and passenger and 
freight handling systems to cope. The 
trend is also expected to put pressure 
on the industry to mitigate climate 
changing emissions.

Both IATA and the International Civil 
Aviation Organisation (ICAO) have 
pledged to level aviation emissions 
from 2020, which New Zealand also 
agreed to comply with.

For the full Radio New Zealand story, 
see: http://www.radionz.co.nz/
news/national/342360/air-travel-
numbers-to-double-by-2036

UNIONS WELCOME REJECTION OF  
LOW-WAGE ECONOMY
E tū Aviation released a statement 
welcoming the new Government’s 
rejection of a low-wage economy.

E tū Aviation has welcomed the new 
Prime Minister’s call for productive 
relationships between business and 
workers, and an end to low pay and 
its negative economic effects.

In her speech to the Council of 
Trade Unions on 25 October, Jacinda 
Ardern praised the High Performance 
Engagement agreement which E tū 
and other unions – including NZALPA 
– have with Air New Zealand.

“That agreement means business and 
unions sit down together and help 
each other with their problems and 
the results speak for themselves,” says 
E tū’s Head of Aviation, Kelvin Ellis.

NZALPA representatives have been 
instrumental in the introduction of 
a High Performance Engagement 
agreement with Air New Zealand.

For the full statement, see: http://
www.scoop.co.nz/stories/PO1710/
S00248/e-tu-aviation-welcomes-
rejection-of-low-wage-economy.htm

HUNDREDS OF 
NEW AIRPORT JOBS 
PROMISED FROM 
VIRGIN AUSTRALIA 
DEAL BUT UNION 
WORRIED
New Zealand Herald Aviation, 
Tourism and Energy Writer 
Grant Bradley, reported that 
Queensland-based ground 
handling firm Aerocare said it will 
create hundreds of jobs from a 
Virgin Australia contract in New 
Zealand but a union warns that 
workers’ rights are threatened.

Aerocare won the Virgin contract 
off Air New Zealand for the 
ground handling work and says 
it will support about 5000 Virgin 
Australia flights per year from 
Auckland, Christchurch, Wellington, 
Queenstown and Dunedin to six 
international destinations.

Chief executive Glenn Rutherford 
said the company would create up 
to 220 new jobs in New Zealand, 
invest more than $1 million in 
training and skills development 
and spend $5m on specialist 
aircraft handling equipment.

But the E tū union questions the 
number of jobs created.

“First, we would challenge 
Aerocare’s claim that it is creating 
up to 220 jobs as a result of 
securing the Virgin Australia 
contract. Until now the work has 
been done by Air New Zealand 
ground staff, so there are no new 
jobs as such,” said Savage, the 
union’s aviation lead organiser.

He said the union estimated 
the Virgin Australia contract 
involved about 90 to 100 full time 
equivalents, but the number quoted 
by Aerocare reflected the company’s 
labour practices, which included a 
reliance on part-time, casual staff 
with minimum entitlements.

For the full New Zealand Herald 
story, see: http://www.nzherald.
co.nz/business/news/article.
cfm?c_id=3&objectid=11935926
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NEW ZEALAND NEWS

AIR NEW ZEALAND PHASING IN NEW 
SCREENING AS PART OF SECURITY 
CRACKDOWN BY US
The New Zealand Herald reported that 
Air New Zealand is phasing in extra 
screening for passengers flying to the 
United States as part of new security 
measures the US is demanding from 
airlines around the world.

All flights to the US are subject to new 
security screening procedures before 
take-off, including American citizens 
and foreigners possibly facing security 
interviews from airline employees, the 
US government said yesterday.

An Air New Zealand spokeswoman 
said the extra checks had been 

introduced in tranches over several 
months and more would be 
introduced next year.

New measures introduced in July 
included an additional passport and 
boarding pass check and random 
passenger screening for US-bound 
customers before they are able to 
enter the boarding gate area.

For the full New Zealand Herald story, 
see: http://www.nzherald.co.nz/
business/news/article.cfm?c_
id=3&objectid=11936902

AIR NEW ZEALAND 
DEPLOYS CARGO 
TRACKING 
DEVICES
Air New Zealand has received 
global media interest recently 
with rolling out Bluetooth 
tracking devices across its cargo 
network. The carrier predicts this 
will make it easier to track and 
analyse shipment movements, 
reported Air Transport World.

The airline is installing about 
5,500 Bluetooth tags on cargo 
containers, pallets and unit load 
devices, and is introducing more 
than 100 readers at 29 airports 
internationally. Air New Zealand 
is working with Core Transport 
Technologies on the system. 
“We believe this to be the first 
time this type of technology has 
been deployed at this large scale 
anywhere in the world,” Core 
managing director Ian Craig said.

Air New Zealand is making 
substantial progress on 
deployment, and aims to 
complete it before Christmas, 
an airline spokeswoman said. 
The tracking system is operating, 
with the airline monitoring the 
equipment that has been tagged.

The technology is only being 
used for internal purposes so 
far, although it could be made 
available to customers to help 
track their shipments.

See the Air Transport World story, 
see: http://atwonline.com/
operations-technology/air-
new-zealand-deploys-cargo-
tracking-devices?NL=ATW-
04&Issue=ATW-04_20171109_
ATW-04_162&sfvc4enews=42& 
cl=article_6_7&utm_
rid=CPEN1000003193778&utm_
campaign=12504&utm_
medium=email&elq2=7293 
17650ae54cd78eb19ed46 
fd7c876

AIRPORT BUILDS BASE FOR MASSEY 
AVIATION TRAINING
Stuff reporter Janine Rankin reported 
that the development of the Ruapehu 
Business Park at Palmerston North 
Airport has taken off, with work starting 
on a new aviation training centre. 

The airport company is investing 
$5 million in the modern training 

facility on Airport Drive for Massey 
University’s School of Aviation.

For the full Stuff story, see: https://
www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-
standard/news/98625394/airport-
builds-base-for-massey-aviation-
training
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

‘GO AROUND’: AIR CANADA JET IGNORES AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
Stuff reported that the US Federal 
Aviation Administration is investigating 
why an Air Canada passenger plane 
ignored repeated orders by air traffic 
control at San Francisco International 
Airport to abort a landing.

After landing safely, the plane 
reported a radio problem and Air 
Canada subsequently said the cockpit 
never received the orders.

The incident involved Air Canada 
Flight 781 from Montreal, an Airbus 
A320 that was given initial clearance 
to land when it was about 10 

kilometres from the airport, FAA 
spokesman Ian Gregor said. The 
cockpit acknowledged the instruction.

But air traffic control then issued 
multiple orders for the jet to “go 
around” because it believed another 
plane may have been in the runaway, 
Gregor said in a statement.

The instruction was met with silence, 
according to the audio clip.

The air traffic control supervisor then 
used a flashing “red light gun” shined 
out from the control tower windows 

AIR FORCE CAN RECALL UP TO 1000 RETIRED 
PILOTS UNDER NEW EXECUTIVE ORDER
President Donald Trump signed an 
executive order Friday that will allow the 
Air Force to address what the Pentagon 
says is a serious pilot shortage, Mercury 
News reported.

The order amending a post-9/11 
emergency declaration will allow the Air 
Force to recall pilots from retirement.

A Pentagon spokesman, Navy  
Cmdr. Gary Ross, says the Air Force  
is currently short approximately  
1,500 pilots.

Under current law, the Air Force is 
limited to recalling 25 pilots. The 

order removes that cap for the Air 
Force, as well as other branches of 
the military.

Ross says the Secretary of Defense is 
expected to allow the Secretary of the 
Air Force to recall up to 1,000 retired 
pilots for up to three years.

For the full Mercury News story, 
see: http://www.mercurynews.
com/2017/10/20/trump-order-
allows-air-force-to-unretire 
-more-pilots/

toward the plane to alert the crew to 
go around, Gregor said. Doing so is a 
standard procedure.

“After landing, the Air Canada crew 
told the tower they had a radio 
problem,” Gregor said. He said the 
FAA was investigating.

For the full Stuff story, see: https://
www.stuff.co.nz/travel/travel-
troubles/98197851/go-around-air-
canada-jet-ignores-air-traffic-control
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

BRITISH AIRWAYS, CABIN CREW SETTLE 
DISPUTE
Air Transport World reported that 
one of the longest-running industrial 
disputes in UK aviation history has 
been resolved, after British Airways 
(BA) cabin crew voted to accept a 
pay increase.

The dispute, which began in December 
2016 and led to more than 80 days of 
strikes of steadily increasing length, 
involved mixed fleet staff, who work 
on both short- and long-haul services 
from London Heathrow airport. Mixed 
fleet staff makes up around 15% of 
BA’s cabin crew.

At the outset of the industrial action 
BA said mixed fleet staff typically 
earned £21,000-£27,000 ($27,800-
$35,700) annually. The Unite trade 
union disputed this, saying salaries 
were as low as £12,000, plus £3 an 
hour flying pay, taking the total to 
around £16,000.

While the pay demands were largely 
resolved by mid-2017, union members 
refused to return to work because of 
what they described as sanctions by 
BA against strikers, including removal 
of staff travel benefits.

Unite said Oct. 31 that members had 
overwhelmingly voted to accept a 
pay deal that would give them salary 
increases of £1,404 to £2,908 ($1,862 
to $3,859) by March 2018.

The deal also saw travel concessions 
and entitlements to fully participate 
in the airline’s 2017 bonus scheme 
returned to cabin crew who took 
industrial action.

“A great deal of credit should go 
to Unite members and their shop 
stewards in British Airways’ mixed 
fleet for their determination and 
solidarity in securing this settlement,” 
Unite general secretary Len 
McCluskey said.

For the full Air Transport World 
story, see: http://atwonline.com/
labor/british-airways-cabin-
crew-settle-dispute?NL=ATW-
04&Issue=ATW-04_20171101_
ATW-04_634&sfvc4enew
s=42&cl=article_4&utm_
rid=CPEN1000003193778&utm_
campaign=12369&utm_ 
medium=email&elq2=ae0d9056d4 
e14e76834a3d7a2ccc1406

SIX BIG TRENDS 
IN AVIATION – A 
GLIMPSE INTO THE 
CRYSTAL BALL
Stuff reported that Aviation 
think tank CAPA – Centre for 
Aviation executive chairman Peter 
Harbison delivered his insights 
into the six big trends to look 
out for in the aviation sector in 
the region. He was speaking at 
November’s CAPA Asia Aviation 
Summit in Singapore.

He commented on fuel, Southeast 
Asia as the “competitive 
battlefront”, North Asia and China 
as a region that continues to 
lag behind others and remains 
constrained by lack of liberalism, 
while the growth profile for 
China remains “astonishing”. He 
also comments on the future 
of long haul low cost carriers 
and new narrowbody aircraft, 
superconnectors losing steam and 
the technology disruption we can 
expect in the coming years.

Read the full Stuff story: 
https://www.stuff.co.nz/
business/98902748/six-big-
trends-in-aviation

ALASKA, VIRGIN AMERICA PILOTS’ PAY 
INCREASES UNDER JOINT CONTRACT
Air Transport World reported that 
Alaska Airlines and Virgin America 
pilots began working under a new, 
joint labour contract on 1 November, 
following a binding arbitration ruling 
that settled pay and benefits issues. 

The contract with Seattle-based 
Alaska Air Group, which is in the 
process of merging Alaska Airlines 
and Virgin America, lasts until April 1, 
2020. Alaska Air Group acquired San 
Francisco-based Virgin America for 
$2.6 billion in cash and $1.4 billion in 
assumed debt in late 2016.

For the full Air Transport World 
story, see: http://atwonline.
com/labor/alaska-virgin-
america-pilots-pay-increases-
under-joint-contract?NL=ATW-
04&Issue=ATW-04_20171101_
ATW-04_634&sfvc4enew
s=42&cl=article_1&utm_
rid=CPEN1000003193778&utm_
campaign=12369&utm_
medium=email&elq2=ae0d9056 
d4e14e76834a3d7a2ccc1406
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WELLINGTON AIRPORT SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CHINESE TO HELP 
BUILD RUNWAY EXTENSION 
Wellington Airport has signed an 
agreement with the world’s biggest 
construction company, China State 
Construction Engineering Corporation 
(CSCEC), to help build its proposed 
more than $300m runway extension.

The Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) between the Capital’s 
airport and CSCEC coincided with a 
Wellington mayoral visit to Beijing. 

Meanwhile, the Supreme Court of 
New Zealand is yet to deliver its 
decision on the appeal brought earlier 
this year by Wellington International 
Airport Limited (WIAL) and the Civil 
Aviation Authority (CAA) on a Court of 
Appeal ruling regarding the length of 
a Runway End Safety Area (RESA) for 
the proposed extension. 

The Court of Appeal has determined 
that international civil aviation law, as 
applied in New Zealand law, requires 
240-metre long safety areas, or such 
shorter distance as is practicable, and 
not less than 90 metres. Alternatively, 
a shorter distance than 240 metres 
can be used if specialised arrestor 
systems are also installed.

In its decision, the Court of Appeal 
had directed the Director of CAA to 
reconsider his provisional view that 

only a 90-metre safety area would be 
required for an extended Wellington 
Airport runway. The Director 
considered that a greater distance 
was not practicable because of its 
likely cost.

As well as a decision on the appeal 
from the Supreme Court, appropriate 
resource consents for a runway 
extension are yet to be obtained. 
This process can only begin once the 
Supreme Court decision is known.

In a statement, WIAL announced it 
had signed two MOUs with major 
Chinese companies as it seeks to 
“explore potential investments and 
boost tourism in the Capital.”

As well as an MOU with CSCEC, 
another was signed with China 
Express Airlines “outlining a 
commitment to feasibility studies into 
the benefits of various investments 
such as airport and tourism 
infrastructure.” 

Matt Clarke, WIAL Chief Commercial 
Officer, said that the signing of the 
memorandums was “a significant 
symbolic step, signifying Wellington 
Airport’s commitment to investing in 
developing the ties between the  
two cities.”

The statement also said that it was 
interested in working with CSCEC on 
a range of projects such as visitor 
attraction infrastructure as well as the 
proposed runway extension.

“The MOU states we will work with 
CSCEC as a partner on the planned 
extension, but it’s important to 
remember that any decision on the 
selection of any final contractor will 
obviously be subject to the project 
being consented in the Environment 
Court and then a robust tender 
process.”

The MOU announcement has 
understandably raised interest from 
local media. Stuff Business reported 
that Wellington Airport would be 
working with regional airline China 
Express, a feeder to hub airline 
carriers, on its “global ambitions to 
expand and would be working with 
the airport on new air routes to 
Wellington.” 

It described CSCEC as the largest 
construction firm and home builder 
in the world, working in 46 countries. 
It started working in New Zealand 
in 2015 and currently has two Kiwi 
developments – a ‘super high-rise’ 
apartment block in Auckland and hotel.
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TAIC RELEASES REPORT ON UNPLANNED INTERRUPTION TO AIR 
TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICES 
The Transport Accident Investigation 
Commission’s (TAIC) report into the 
unplanned interruption to air traffic 
control services on 23 June 2015 was 
released by the Commission  
last month. 

In a statement, Airways’ Chief 
Operating Officer, Pauline Lamb, 
said that the TAIC report confirmed 
the findings of Airways’ own internal 
investigation as well as an independent 
external review they commissioned 
immediately after the event.

Airways said that the remedial steps 
it took following its review had been 
acknowledged by TAIC and the 
Commission has issued no further 
recommendations.

On 23 June 2015 a 90-second 
interruption on Airways’ internal 
network caused a significant service 
outage to New Zealand’s air traffic 
control systems. Although the 
system returned four minutes later, 
the statement said, Airways took 
the prudent approach of curtailing 
operations for one hour and 50 
minutes before resuming full service 
so they could assure the safety and 
integrity of their systems.

“At no point was the safety of the 
travelling public compromised. Air 
traffic controllers are trained for such 
events and used established back 
up processes to ensure airborne 
aircraft continued to their planned 
destinations safely.”

Pauline Lamb said that she was 
“proud of the way our people handled 
this unprecedented situation.”

“The outage was caused by a 
particular and unusual combination of 
events. It was initiated by a software 
code error on a device that was 
introduced to the network at the 
end of a complex 18-month upgrade 
project to transition our network from 
analogue to digital technology.”

“While this device behaved in a way 
it was not designed to, Airways also 
did not have the highest level of 
protection in place, as we would 
normally expect.”

Immediately following this event 
Airways thoroughly reviewed all aspects 
of its network management and design 
and made important changes. 

“These changes include improving our 
processes for testing and upgrading 
equipment on the network; recruiting 
more resource to our networks team; 
appointing a chief technology officer 
who reports directly to the executive 
team; and improving risk and project 
management processes.

“We are confident these changes 
have ensured this event will not recur 
and Airways continues to operate a 
well-designed and resilient network 
that provides a high level of service 
to New Zealand’s critical air traffic 
control services.

“We sincerely apologise to our airline 
customers, airport customers and 
the travelling public for the disruption 
caused by the event on 23 June 2015,” 
the Airways’ statement concluded. 

Reporting on the TAIC investigation, the 
New Zealand Herald referred also to the 
findings in regard to the Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA). The TAIC found that 
CAA’s rules were not suited to new 
technology used to control air traffic. 

Both Airways and the CAA had 
brought in new measures or hired 
new staff to try to avoid a repeat of 
the incident. The Commission has 
recommended that the Secretary for 
Transport update and restructure 
Civil Aviation rules, which define how 
an aeronautical telecommunications 
network is to be managed, the New 
Zealand Herald reported.

NZALPA president Tim Robinson, who 
was sent a copy of the TAIC report 
by Airways, said that the organisation 
would also discuss the findings of the 
report with them and it was likely to 
come up on the agenda when he met 
with the new Transport Minister, Hon 
Phil Twyford. 

“This is a safety-critical industry and 
our members and the travelling 
public have to have confidence in 
the capability of Airways’ digital data 
network and that there is adequate 
oversight by the regulator (the Civil 
Aviation Authority),’’ he said.

The report says the CAA has changed 
its approach by implementing 
learning and development training for 
regulatory staff, revision of position 
descriptions and recruitment or 
secondment of new staff.
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UNMANNED AIRCRAFT – NZALPA POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL 
PILOT ASSOCIATION POSITIONS 
As the weather warms up and 
more people in New Zealand begin 
investing in and using Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) or 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) 
– commonly known as drones – it’s 
a timely reminder of just what our, 
NZALPA, and our international airline 
pilot associations’ views are on their 
increasing use in our skies. 

NZALPA has clear policy on RPAS, 
which is the official International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO) term 
for such aircraft. Every day, whether 
for commercial or recreational use, 
more RPAS are being seen and heard 
above us. 

Our policy, ratified officially at 
the NZALPA 2017 Conference, 
is broadly in line with that of the 
International Federation of Air 
Line Pilots’ Associations’ (IFALPA), 
our international representative 
body’s position, says NZALPA Senior 
Technical Officer David Reynolds. 

NZALPA’s policy particularly 
emphasises the following:

• Recognition that the rapid growth 
and proliferation of RPAS in New 
Zealand will continue 

• That it is imperative that the 
operation of RPAS are conducted 
safely

• For any RPAS to operate in 
navigable airspace on regular 
operations it will need to operate 
to the equivalent safety and 
certification standards required of 
manned aircraft 

“NZALPA also supports positive action 
to ensure Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) 
rules are fit for purpose,” Reynolds says. 

“Our policy is clear that we will 
encourage education, research and 
implementation of safe RPAS use and 
technological solutions.

“In addition, NZALPA will work with 
the Government, aircraft operators, 
CAA, Airways and other industry 
stakeholders to promote these goals, 
and support regulatory enforcement 
action where required.” 

IFALPA recently released its revised 
and updated position paper on what 
they refer to as UAS. 

When setting its position, IFALPA 
emphasised that it ‘strives for protecting 
and enhancing aviation safety by the 
highest standards and promoting a 

single level of safety worldwide for all 
users of civilian airspace.’

This is especially important, IFALPA 
says, when introducing a new 
technology into civilian airspace 
such UAS. While IFALPA welcomes 
and recognises the potential 
benefits of this new technology, it 
says that it’s critically important to 
ensure the safe integration of UAS 
into civilian airspace.

Size, performance, type of operation 
and intended use of UAS vary to a 
much greater extent than in manned 
aviation. UAS can vary in size from 
below 250 grams (similar to a model 
aircraft) up to UAS with a wingspan 
similar to that of a Boeing 737. 

Their use can also vary from local to 
intercontinental flights and from low 
altitudes up to very high altitudes. 

IFALPA also points out that UAS 
often have unconventional shapes, 
with widely differing operating 
characteristics and a large spectrum 
of performance capabilities.

In order to address the use and 
proliferation of UAS, IFALPA has 
developed 19 clear positions, which 
are supported by NZALPA. 
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POSITION 1:  IFALPA believes that all UAS should be integrated into common airspace. Accommodation should only be 
a temporary measure.

POSITION 2:  IFALPA considers that it is not acceptable to change rules and regulations for manned aviation in order to 
accommodate UAS integration.

POSITION 3:  Every UAS should have at all times a responsible person in command, who is suitably trained and qualified 
with an independent safety mandate, responsible for the safe operation of the flight, mission or task.

POSITION 4:  As a matter of urgency, in-depth research into the impact of collisions between small UA and manned 
aircraft is necessary to establish the severity of the impact of collisions.

POSITION 5:  An approved, full and transparent risk assessment should be completed before an operation can be 
commenced.

POSITION 6:  As there is no formal qualification for certain categories of UAS, it cannot be assumed that there is a 
qualified, trained and competent responsible pilot in command of the UA. For operation in airspace 
where an encounter of a manned aircraft is possible, mandatory training and a certificate/license should 
be required.

POSITION 7:  Every state should conduct an extensive public awareness campaign about the safety risks, duties, 
liabilities, insurance requirements, responsibilities and third party privacy issues associated with 
operations of UAS.

POSITION 8:  Registration via a state-system should be compulsory for all UAS. This facilitates enforcement of rules and 
motivates training within the UAS community.

POSITION 9:  The responsible authorities charged with the enforcement of rules to operate UAS should be staffed, 
trained and equipped sufficiently to increase the effectiveness of enforcement.

POSITION 10:  As long as there is no means for manned aviation to safely see and avoid small UA, the responsibility to 
see and avoid belongs to the pilot of the UA.

POSITION 11:  In case of an encounter of a small UA with a manned aircraft, the UA should be conspicuous to the 
manned aircraft in order to allow ‘Collision Avoidance’.

POSITION 12:  Where the proper execution of ‘See and Avoid’ cannot be guaranteed, no operation of an UA should be 
granted.

POSITION 13:  The operation of small UAS in Visual Line of Sight (VLOS) cannot be compared to model aviation, since the 
intent and the location of operations differs significantly. Therefore, safety comparisons are invalid.

 Where States intend to integrate recreational UA into national Model Aircraft Flying Regulations, they 
should establish specific rules for them.

POSITION 14:  If the pilot of an UA is not properly qualified and formally licensed, mandatory Technical Performance 
Limitations such as Geofencing and altitude and range-limitations should be introduced in order to 
mitigate the risk of collision and airspace-infringement.

POSITION 15:  Currently, IFALPA does not believe that autonomous unmanned aircraft can be integrated into common 
airspace.

POSITION 16:  IFALPA rejects the denial of airspace to manned aviation in order to accommodate autonomous UAS.

POSITION 17:  IFALPA believes that UAS technology is not capable of replacing all necessary capabilities of a human pilot 
on board, particularly in complex time and safety critical situations.

POSITION 18:  IFALPA does not believe that UAS can perform an operation as complex as air transport with an equivalent 
level of safety.

POSITION 19:  All UAS engaged in non-segregated public airspace should be certified and compliant with the provisions 
described hereafter [as per the position link below] before being allowed to operate.

IFALPA’s full position (17POS08) can be viewed at: https://www.ifalpa.org/publications/ifalpa-statements.html

https://www.ifalpa.org/publications/ifalpa-statements.html
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS CALL FOR HARSHER PUNISHMENTS 
FOR LASER ATTACKS ON AIRCRAFT 
DAVE REYNOLDS NZALPA SENIOR TECHNICAL OFFICER
Although the words ‘Cyber’ and 
‘Drone’ seem to dominate much 
of the talk around security threats 
to aviation at the moment, it is 
lasers that are continuing to pose a 
significant threat more than a decade 
since they appeared on the scene. 
Aircraft approaching and departing 
New Zealand airports continue to 
experience laser attacks every month.

I have just returned from the 
International Federation of Air Line 
Pilots’ Associations’ (IFALPA’s) Security 
Committee meeting at which I met with 
colleagues from associations around 
the globe to discuss aviation security 
developments and to agree policies, 
plans and strategies to confront and 
tackle these related challenges. Among 
the common themes? Yes, you’ve 
guessed it – laser attacks.

It remains a serious threat for pilots 
globally. Many states do not appear to 
have an appetite to legislate against 
lasers or, where there is legislation, 
their courts don’t utilise it fully to 
hand down meaningful sentences to 

perpetrators. Some two years after the 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) wrote to states urging them to 
enact legislation to deter attacks (State 
Letter 14-83), many still have not. A 
noticeable exception is the United 
States, where not only is it in place, 
but those found guilty of attacks can 
usually expect a jail sentence and/or a 
seriously hefty fine. 

Here in New Zealand we have such 
legislation including; the Summary 
Offences (possession of high-power 
laser pointers), Crimes Act 1961 
(endangering transport) and Civil 
Aviation Act 1990.

Under the Summary Offences Act you 
could be imprisoned for up to three 
months or face a fine of up to $2,000. 
Under the most punitive of the three 
acts – the Crimes Act – a perpetrator 
could face up to 14 years in jail. We 
are yet to see anyone face such 
sentences.

A Christchurch man was last year 
handed down a 10-week custodial 
sentence having been charged with 

recklessly shining a laser at an aircraft 
and control tower and causing 
unnecessary danger to Virgin and 
New Zealand Post aircraft. 

We continue to press at all levels for 
laser attacks to be taken seriously 
– raising their status as an offence 
equivalent to such acts as high jacking 
and bomb threats, collectively known 
as ‘Acts of illegal interference’. We 
have allies in this in the shape of the 
International Air Transport Association 
(IATA) and Civil Air Navigation Services 
Organization (CANSO) with the latter 
particularly focused on attacks on air 
traffic facilities.

We have developed, along with our 
IFALPA colleagues, an IFALPA Position 
Paper, which gives an insight in to 
our collective opinion as well a short 
briefing on the issue. This can be 
viewed at: http://www.ifalpa.org/
downloads/Level1/IFALPA%20
Position%20Papers%20&%20
Statements/Security/17POS04%20
-%20Laser%20attacks%20on%20
aircraft.pdf

http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/IFALPA%20Position%20Papers%20&%20Statements/Security/17POS04%20-%20Laser%20attacks%20on%20aircraft.pdf
http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/IFALPA%20Position%20Papers%20&%20Statements/Security/17POS04%20-%20Laser%20attacks%20on%20aircraft.pdf
http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/IFALPA%20Position%20Papers%20&%20Statements/Security/17POS04%20-%20Laser%20attacks%20on%20aircraft.pdf
http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/IFALPA%20Position%20Papers%20&%20Statements/Security/17POS04%20-%20Laser%20attacks%20on%20aircraft.pdf
http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/IFALPA%20Position%20Papers%20&%20Statements/Security/17POS04%20-%20Laser%20attacks%20on%20aircraft.pdf
http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/IFALPA%20Position%20Papers%20&%20Statements/Security/17POS04%20-%20Laser%20attacks%20on%20aircraft.pdf
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NZALPA COMMITTED TO INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE THROUGH 
INTERNATIONAL BODY
NZALPA has been an active member 
and supporter of the International 
Federation of Air Line Pilots’ 
Associations (IFALPA) since the 
inception of the global body in the 
late 1940s. The mission of IFALPA is to 
promote the highest level of aviation 
safety worldwide and to be the global 
advocate of the piloting profession; 
providing representation, services and 
support to both members and the 
aviation industry. 

Dean Fotti, NZALPA’s IFALPA Director 
says this function is one of the most 
critical for the global pilot fraternity. 

“The IFALPA position is that, given 
that the airline industry is rapidly 
changing with globalisation, bilateral 
agreements, pilot supply, and other 
issues, IFALPA’s Member Associations 
must also look beyond their borders 
for consensus, counsel, and support 
from the larger pilot community. 

“One of the mechanisms for this is 
through Mutual Assistance requests,” 
Fotti said. 

A recent example is in Colombia. 
Pilots who are members of IFALPA-
affiliated ACDAC employed by national 
carrier Avianca Airlines have been 
on strike since September 20 (at the 
time of writing). They were requesting 
mutual assistance from both IFALPA 
and the Association of South 
American Pilots (ASAP).

Negotiations between the union and 
Avianca management had broken 
down and ACDAC reported that 
“rather than engage in good faith 
bargaining, they elected to challenge 
the legality of the strike in the courts. 

“Concurrently, the company is seeking 
foreign pilots to do their flying.”

IFALPA heeded their call and 
requested that no other pilots 
applied for employment nor accept 
assignments with Avianca to perform 
struck work (replacing those pilots 
who are striking).

There was also a request for 
contribution to assist with the 
economic needs of ACDAC striking 
pilots and, as per IFALPA policy, 
this was referred to the November 
Executive Board. 

A communique has also been 
received from the Air Line Pilots’ 
Association of Mauritius (MALPA), 
requesting Mutual Assistance on 
behalf of Air Mauritius pilots. 

IFALPA was informed that Air Mauritius 
Airlines was breaching the Collective 
Labour Agreement (CLA) by offering 
non-CLA compliant contracts to the 
new pilots joining Air Mauritius. These 
non-CLA compliant contracts include 
a 25% salary cut and pilots were not 
being offered the retention fund. 

This change in contract conditions was 
also being applied retrospectively to all 
pilots that had joined the airline since 
the beginning of 2016 and MALPA was 
extremely concerned that this change 
in contracts will soon be applied to the 
rest of the airline’s pilots. 

There was no clear intention from 
the airline management to start 
negotiations for a new Collective 
Labour Agreement. 

In addition, those who were members 
of MALPA, the union reported, were 
being certified ‘unfit for duty’ and were 
being ”constantly harassed by the 
airline management and requested to 
undergo a second examination by a 
company doctor.”

As a consequence, MALPA’s Executive 
Board were, at the time of writing, 
having to carefully consider their 
options for industrial options. 

Commenting on both these serious 
industrial disputes, Fotti described 
this as “indicative of how airlines will 
deal with the pilot supply issue – by 
unilaterally making labour cheaper.”

In Asia, meanwhile, the Hong Kong 
Aircrew Officers Association (HKAOA), 
represented by the Hong Kong Airline 
Pilots Association (HKALPA) in Hong 
Kong and New Zealand, requested 
that IFALPA extend the Mutual 

continued on page 20 ...
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Assistance until the end of 2017 in 
regard to their dispute with Cathay 
Pacific Airways.

In another example of how the Mutual 
Assistance protocol works, this was 
in regard to “contract compliance 
and the ban on members entering or 
upgrading in the Training Department.” 

“The issues that are now being 
discussed in negotiations 
include local pilot allowance and 
rostering (scheduling). The pilots’ 
pay agreement expired in May 
and the housing agreement for 

... continued from page 19

expat members is now subject to 
termination with three months’ 
notice,” an IFALPA report said. 

Interestingly, on the unions’ 
suggestion, Cathay Pacific 
management had agreed to engage in 
High Performance Engagement (HPE) 
“which is traditionally used to affect a 
culture change in labour relations. In 
this case, however, it will be used in a 
non-traditional way for negotiations.”

Although actively involved in IFALPA 
activities, Dean Fotti said that 
“Unfortunately, the constraints 

placed on us by our employment 
legislation and our employment 
agreements means there is often 
little, if anything, we can do to 
provide the assistance requested. 

“Still, our awareness of what our 
overseas colleagues are enduring 
provided by these requests is 
important, and even a simple letter of 
support from NZALPA written on your 
behalf provides a real lift to those 
pilots fighting to guard pilot working 
conditions worldwide.”

Update: at time of publication the 
strike by 730 Avianca pilots had just 
ended after 51 days, even though 
a final verdict on the legality of the 
action has yet to be handed-down 
by a judge of the Supreme Court. 
Avianca claimed the strike was illegal 
when more than half its pilots walked-
off the job, paralysing the company’s 
normal operations.
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IFALPA: ACTIVITIES AT ICAO
Several Panels and Working Groups 
met during October. The Third 
Meeting of the Air Traffic Management 
Requirements and Performance Panel 
(ATMRPP/3) met for two weeks in 
October, the first week concentrated 
on Trajectory Based Operations 
(TBO), firstly, with improving the 
various scenarios where TBO could 
be used and then secondly, reviewing 
the various comments from other 
ICAO Panels on the TBO Concept 
Document. There is still a great deal 
of misunderstanding from other 
Panels on this future concept and 
there will be a need for a great deal of 
education for all airspace users to be 
comfortable in this kind of operation.

The second week dealt primarily 
with flight and flow information for 
a collaborative environment (FF-
ICE) and at the end of the meeting 
with Air Ground System Wide 
Information Management (SWIM); 
MET considerations, and Inter-panel 
coordination. 

For FF-ICE - for all IFALPA technical 
committees is the classification 
group which contains aircraft 
performance information that is 
included within the aircraft trajectory. 
Contained information describes the 
performance of the aircraft along 
trajectory elements. A flight possesses 
a capability if both the aircraft 
and flight crew possess the same 
capability and required systems are 
operable at the level of performance 
required. The categories covered are: 

• Wake turbulence performance 

• Communications performance 

• Navigation performance 

• Surveillance performance 

• Safety net performance 

• Noise performance 

• Emissions performance 

The work of this panel is still very 
conceptual and is evolving. Their 
primary focus is evolving the ATM 
toward a Trajectory Based Operation 
model, which is very complex with 
many players. The limitations are 
driven by economics primarily and that 
is recognized but not addressed. The 

technical aspects are being identified 
more clearly through research and 
studies. However, the pilots’ viewpoint 
is cockpit centric and must be 
addressed in future definition of the 
concepts. These considerations for 
the crews must consider the Human/
Machine interfaces. 

The Fourth Meeting of the Airborne 
Surveillance Working Group (AIRB 
WG/4) took place during the second 
week of October. This group is 
looking at the development of new 
technologies and procedures and 
it will be important to ensure that 
current safety standards are met 
and that in dealing with separation 
standards basic requirements such 
as wake turbulence parameters 
are taken into consideration. They 
continue to update the Manual on 
Airborne Surveillance Applications 
and it is important to note that a 
definition of surveillance needs to be 
developed from a pilot perspective, 
the current definitions are from an 
ATS perspective. There will need to 
be close attention to any provisions 
developed within this group. 

The Dangerous Goods Panel (DGP) 
discussed more than 50 proposals 
during their eight day meeting in 
mid-October. Two of the most far 
reaching proposals would have 
banned portable electronic devices 
in passenger checked baggage (they 
would still be allowed in the cabin) as 
recommended by an interdisciplinary 
Cargo Safety Group that was convened 
this summer by the ICAO Council. 

These measures are still a work 
in progress. A proposal to require 
lithium battery power banks to be 
removed from checked baggage and 
carried in the cabin, (if they are an 
unmovable part of the luggage, the 
entire bag will have to be carried in 

the cabin) was approved. A proposal 
to allow very small shipments of 
lithium batteries on passenger aircraft 
with stringent packaging safeguards 
to protect against thermal runaways 
internal to and fires that start external 
to the shipment was adopted with 
IFALPA’s concurrence. Under the 
original proposal, only the state of 
origin of the shipment and the state 
of the operator (which could be the 
same entity) had to approve the 
transport. IFALPA was successful 
in adding the requirement of the 
approval of the state of destination, 
so at least two states will have to be 
approve these shipments. A proposal 
to allow large shipping containers 
(like those commonly seen on large 
ocean going vessels) filled with lithium 
batteries on all-cargo aircraft under 
special approvals was not approved 
due to objections by IFALPA and 
ICCAIA (representing the aircraft 
manufacturers). 

The last days of October saw the start 
of the ninth meeting of the Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft Systems Panel 
(RPASP/9). Work continues to finalise 
provisions in ICAO documentation 
underlining how the Remote Piloted 
Aircraft (RPA) will be integrated into 
the airspace. The provisions for 
Licensing the Remote Pilot are now 
in the final stages of the amendment 
process within ICAO. This will be the 
first step in a long journey to ensure 
integration and not accommodation 
of the RPA. The IFALPA Position Paper 
on this has been recognised and the 
IFALPA representatives are working in 
several of the sub groups to ensure 
the pilot voice is heard.

IFALPA Monthly Update: http://
www.ifalpa.org/downloads/
Level1/Monthly%20Update/2017/
IFALPA%20Monthly%20Update%20
-%20October%202017.pdf

http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/Monthly%20Update/2017/IFALPA%20Monthly%20Update%20-%20October%202017.pdf
http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/Monthly%20Update/2017/IFALPA%20Monthly%20Update%20-%20October%202017.pdf
http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/Monthly%20Update/2017/IFALPA%20Monthly%20Update%20-%20October%202017.pdf
http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/Monthly%20Update/2017/IFALPA%20Monthly%20Update%20-%20October%202017.pdf
http://www.ifalpa.org/downloads/Level1/Monthly%20Update/2017/IFALPA%20Monthly%20Update%20-%20October%202017.pdf
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ATC PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS PROGRAMME – PROACTIVE 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
The introduction of the Air Traffic 
Control Professional Standards 
Programme is designed to both raise 
the level of professionalism among 
controllers and increase safety. It also 
brings the ATC role in line with other 
professional bodies, programme 
coordinator Chris Miller says.

“The programme gives participants 
the tools to actively and effectively 
change unprofessional behaviour,” 
Miller adds.

“Unprofessional behaviour is a 
distraction. It affects safety, and it 
affects our profession’s reputation. 

“Professions such as doctors, lawyers, 
journalists and real estate agents all 
have a code of ethics, and we didn’t 
until now. The Professional Standards 
Programme helps us raise the bar 
on our professional behaviour and 
go beyond the criteria set out by our 
regulator and employer.”

Miller presented on the benefits 
of having a programme, and the 
success it draws upon from overseas 
experience, at the October 2017 
International Federation of Air Traffic 
Controllers’ Associations (IFATCA) Asia 
Pacific Regional Meeting in Wellington.

“The event gave us the opportunity 
to present the Programme and take 
feedback from working controllers; we 
have already received a good number 
of inquiries about issues from 
locations up and down the country,” 
Miller says.

The Programme draws upon input 
and guidance from the United 
States’ National Air Traffic Controllers 
Association (NATCA) and the Air 
Line Pilots Association (ALPA), which 
established their professional 
standards programmes in the 1990s 
and 2010 respectively. 

NZALPA’s pilot Professional Standards 
manual also provided a valuable 
starting point. 

“We acknowledged that many of the 
issues being faced by pilots were 
different to our issues, and so our 
own ATC programme was needed,” 
Miller says.

NATCA’s Garth Koleszar attended 
New Zealand-based training for the 
volunteers’ training sessions.

Each controller is being sent a copy 
of the ATC Professional Standards 
brochure, and it is available on the 
NZALPA website. 

Primarily the Programme looks at 
the description of a controller’s 
professional standards – safety 
of flight, obligation to regulator 
and employer, duty of care, and 
professional and personal conduct 
– the second outlines the conflict 
resolution process.

“The main barrier is still the idea 
that, if someone uses the conflict-
resolution service, they are ‘telling on’ 
a colleague,” Millers says. 

“In a perfect world there would be 
no conflicts in the workplace, or if 
they did arise they could be dealt 
with directly face to face. This is not 
always possible, and this is where the 
Professional Standards Programme 
comes in. It offers a discreet, 
confidential service that enables 
issues to be resolved with the help of 
a trained peer. 

“The aim of the programme is to resolve 
conflicts that arise in the workplace, not 
to provide a way for controllers to get a 
colleague into trouble.

“Conflicts might be caused by 
unprofessional behaviour, or conflicts 
may lead to unprofessional behaviour. 
We don’t care how the issues arise, 
we just want to get them resolved.”

The conflict-resolution service 
provided by NZALPA volunteers relies 
on all parties involved taking part. 
The person being referred to the 
Programme will be advised of this 
and can elect not to take part. Case 
types include teamwork personality 
conflicts, distracting personal habits, 
non-adherence to standard operating 
procedures and sexual harassment 
(within guidelines). 

ATC Professional Standards is not for 
regulator enforcement or violation 
cases, incidents, substance abuse 
problems, medical-related or legal 
issues. NZALPA’s Medical and Welfare 
Team has other programmes in place 
to deal with health and wellbeing 
queries, to which volunteers can 
refer people.

“When dealing with issues, the 
Professional Standards Programme 
is optional, confidential, neutral and 
non-disciplinary – volunteers do not 
take sides and the ultimate goal is to 
achieve a change in behaviour that 
improves the professional service we 
provide as controllers and a better 
work environment for all,” Miller says.

The ATC Professional Standards Programme is looking for new volunteers, 
with a training session being planned for 2018. If you are interested in 
becoming a Professional Standards Volunteer, then contact Chris Miller at 
atc.prostan@nzalpa.org.nz or phone the NZALPA office on 09 255 1500. 

Chris Miller presenting at the IFATCA Asia Pacific Regional Meeting.

mailto:atc.prostan%40nzalpa.org.nz?subject=ATC%20Professional%20Standards%20Programme
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VOLUNTEERS EQUIPPED TO BE ‘SAFE HARBOUR’ FOR PEERS
Commercial Pilot Tejas Sreedhar 
was a working flight instructor and 
NZALPA member for seven years 
before he needed the services of the 
NZALPA team, but when it came to 
his time of need, the union was there 
with full support.

Tejas sustained serious injuries 
during an accident in 2014 and has 
since been helped by all aspects of 
the NZALPA offering, including the 
listening ear and support of the Peer 
Assistance Network (PAN) team. 

He felt compelled to give back to 
the service in 2015 by becoming 
one of PAN’s first General Aviation 
(GA) Peer Support Volunteers (PSVs) 
to offer confidential support to his 
colleagues, and eventually join the 
PAN committee too.

“Like a lot of pilots, I remember 
thinking I probably wouldn’t need 
NZALPA for anything other than 
employment negotiations, but things 
do happen that are often outside our 
control,” Tejas says.

“It’s important for pilots and 
controllers to understand that beyond 
insurance and legal advice, there is 
a service that offers peer-to-peer 
support for a wide variety of issues 
– like mental wellbeing, employment 
and relationship issues.”

Peer Support Volunteers, he adds, 
offer aviation professionals support 
through their ability to understand 
the context.

“Often when things go wrong, and 
the pilot or controllers’ usual support 
people aren’t in the industry, it can 
be hard for them to have the difficult 
conversations about what is going on.

“Aviation is quite a unique industry 
and unless you’re in it, it can be 
difficult to understand. PAN’s PSVs 
have often been in the situation 
or know of someone who has 
experienced that particular issue, so 
can empathise and normalise what’s 
troubling someone.”

Often though, for PSVs, it’s not about 
giving advice, but just listening.

“Among pilots in particular, there is a 
tendency to sweep things under the 

rug rather than talk about them, but 
that’s not healthy,” Tejas says.

“Many just find it therapeutic to have 
the conversation with someone who 
genuinely understands what they are 
going through.

“Volunteers aren’t medical or mental 
health professionals but we are 
peers and, by very definition, we are 
someone more likely to understand 
or have experienced similar issues 
rather than a professional counsellor 
or family.”

Tejas recently attended the PSV 
refresher training course, which is led 
by the PAN Committee. The course 
includes instruction and advice from 
aviation psychologist Allan Baker, 
whose knowledge of the industry is a 
valuable asset.

“Allan has incredible insight into the 
issues we as professionals struggle 
with; the training is always so relevant 
and provides good coverage across 
everything we might be experiencing,” 
Tejas says.

Having been a PSV for several years, 
Tejas has watched PAN evolve as a 
service.

“I’ve seen it grow from a really good 
idea into a service that has a life of its 
own, and helps so many of our peers.”

Confidentiality, he adds, has been the 
service’s biggest drawcard for many 
participants and has contributed to 
the rapid growth of PSV numbers and 
PAN users.

“All PSVs appreciate the value of that 
confidentiality agreement.

“For aviation professionals, it’s re-
assuring to know that what they say 

isn’t recorded or written down, and 
what is said remains between the 
individuals involved – even the CAA [Civil 
Aviation Authority] has made it clear 
that they support the service but do not 
require any specific data reporting.”

The CAA endorsed PAN in June 2017 
with a letter of support. 

Support has also been shown 
through benefactors Air New 
Zealand, Jetconnect and Virgin 
Australia New Zealand, which has 
helped raise awareness.

“Uptake from the ‘big players’ has 
boosted the programme,” Tejas says.

“It’s significantly increased the 
numbers of PSVs and, in turn, 
awareness among our peers.”

The service is available free of cost, 
and whether PSVs are approached 
through PAN or indirectly, the 
important thing is that people see 
value in talking to and leaning on 
their peers, who fundamentally want 
to help and stop problems from 
escalating, Tejas adds.

“PAN offers a means of support that 
will have no effect on our medical 
certificates or ability to fly.”

Tejas is excited that PAN is 
approaching flight training centres and 
encouraging their support, and also 
offering more support among peers 
working in the General Aviation area.

He says that the earlier we can 
reach pilots and controllers in their 
careers, the more likely we are to start 
normalising these conversations and 
the process of reaching out when they 
need support with mental wellbeing.

“We also can’t ignore that pilots in 
the first few years of their career are 
often at the mercy of tough working 
conditions and might experience 
anxieties about the implications of 
such disclosure on their career path, 
or training, or an employer – this is 
when we need to be there to reassure 
and support them.”

Peer Support Volunteer Tejas Sreedhar.

If you would like to have a 
confidential talk to a PAN-trained 
colleague, call 0800 PAN100.
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NEW VOLUNTEERS COMPLETE PEER ASSISTANCE TRAINING
“I’m also thankful to our volunteers 
who showed such a commitment to 
help their fellow colleagues when 
times get tough.”

Neuropsychiatry consultant for the 
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) Dr 
Chris Kenedi spoke to the group on 
the first day, presenting on mental 
health as it specifically applies to the 
aviation industry.

“What Chris does so well is help our 
volunteers debunk any stigma around 
mental health issues and identify the 
different signs they should look out 
for,” Pender says.

“He also helps us all understand that 
depression, for example, is multi-
faceted and can be broken down into 
many different forms.”

Kenedi’s presentation reveals the 
role of a PSV – being present, giving 
control back to the person, reducing 
stigma and strain.

“He also talks through the difference 
of sympathy and empathy, and how 
empathy can be far more effective 
when trying to help someone,” 
Pender says.

“As we always say, PAN is not about 
fixing a situation but offering a safe 

Due to growing support for the 
Peer Assistance Network (PAN) 
among both NZALPA members and 
aviation stakeholders, seven new 
volunteers have been recruited for 
the programme.

In early November the Peer Support 
Volunteers (PSVs) were hosted by 
the PAN Training Team at NZALPA 
House for an intensive three-day 
initial training course.

Their learning was guided by 
prominent aviation medical 
professionals from the Air New 
Zealand Medical Team, the 
Civil Aviation Authority and the 
representatives from NZALPA’s 
welfare programmes. Presentations 
were supported by the experience 
and guidance of the PAN 
Coordinators Mark Mehlhopt and 
Herwin Bongers, PAN psychologist 
Allan Baker, Medical and Welfare 
Director Andy Pender and Women’s 
Assistance Coordinator Janet Taylor.

“The calibre of speakers we had at the 
PSV training shows how committed 
the industry is as a whole to support 
aviation professionals within that 
mental health and wellbeing space,” 
Pender says.

harbour for our colleagues to discuss 
the issues they are having.”

Training on the following days was 
accompanied by presentations by 
Dr Ben Johnson from the Air New 
Zealand Medical Unit, who spoke 
about the responsibility of the 
employer and defining suspension, 
and Dr Dougal Watson – the CAA’s 
Chief Medical Officer – who presented 
from the regulator’s perspective.

Simon Nicholson, a representative 
from HIMS, a programme for 
managing substance use disorders 
in aviation, and HIMS volunteer and 
PSV Brian Haybittle presented to the 
volunteers on how HIMS can help 
aviation professionals.

“It’s not only important that we 
prepare our volunteers with the 
necessary skills to fulfil their role, 
but also show them the depth of 
support on offer from the industry 
professionals,” Pender says. 

“Ultimately we all want the same thing 
– safe and well pilots and air traffic 
controllers who can ensure the safety 
of the travelling public.”



T H E  P E E R  A S S I S T A N C E  N E T W O R K  
FOR PILOTS AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS

0800 PAN 100  
And simply ask to talk to the Peer Assistance Network (PAN). 
Women can ask to talk directly with a Women’s Assistance 
Volunteer if preferred.C

A
LL

Feeling like you need a helping hand to get 
through the day? Work pressures, relationship 
issues or just overwhelmed.

A confidential talk with a peer 
about any issue you’re struggling 
with is a hand through PAN,  
The Peer Assistance Network.
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WOMEN’S ASSISTANCE FORUM OFF TO A FLYING START
Led by the Women’s Assistance 
Coordinators Janet Taylor and Angela 
Cronin, the eight volunteers who make 
up the Women’s Assistance Forum 
(WAF) gathered at NZALPA House in 
November for a training event.

The Women’s Assistance Volunteers 
(WAVs) will provide support and 
advice to their female colleagues, 
ensuring more than 250 NZALPA 
members will soon have more access 
to support through the WAF, which 
will offer peer-to-peer support for 
women working as pilots and air 
traffic controllers.

The training event focused on a 
number of general topics of interest 
as well as issues that are specific 
to the needs and requirements of 
women aviation professionals.

Discussion points included 
comparisons of parental leave policies 
and how to manage it; pregnancy/
breastfeeding and flying; the work/life 
balance and handling work pressure; 
childcare issues; post-partum 
depression; sexism in the workplace; 
and mental health and wellness, 

including depression, anxiety and 
issues of confidence. 

Contact can be made with the 
Women’s Assistance Forum by 
email or phone. 0800 PAN 100 or 
women.assist@nzalpa.org.nz

ONE OF THE BEST BENEFITS OF NZALPA MEMBERSHIP – SPECIAL 
GROUP INSURANCE RATE
With the holiday period upon us, 
many will get a chance to spend 
time with friends and family for 
celebrations and relaxation. It’s a 
good time to consider the future 
and the insurances you have in place 
to protect you and your loved ones 
in the event you were to become 
seriously ill and unable to work. 

Many members already have life 
insurance, which supports those left 
behind if the worst of events should 
happen, but, as part of NZALPA 
benefits, members are also entitled 
to group trauma insurance cover at 
special reduced rates. This is known 
as the Living Assurance Benefit and 
can cover members if they become ill 
through events such as cancer, heart 
attack or stroke.

The Living Assurance Benefit covers 
more than 30 serious illnesses. 

“Most people consider the ability to 
work and earn a living as their most 
valuable asset,” Glen Kenny, Chair 
of NZALPA’s Group Life Insurance 
Trustees, says.

At a glance: Advantages of Living 
Assurance Benefit

• Pays a once-only lump sum, 
should you suffer from a specified 
critical illness 

• You could put it towards paying off 
your mortgage, make alterations to 
your house to improve access and 
mobility, or take a family holiday.

• Subject to qualifying criteria, 
cover remains in place during a 
continuous period of unpaid leave, 
provided premiums are paid*, 
where you take unpaid leave due to:

• Illness or illness resulting from an 
accident for up to 24 months*.

• Any other reason (e.g. parental 
leave) for up to 12 months*.

• Provides cover anywhere in the 
world, 24 hours a day, subject to 
the insurer, Sovereign, agreeing 
in writing.

• Eligible entry ages: 16 years to 64 
years.

*conditions apply including a three-month ‘stand-

down’ period.

“More than 1500 members have 
taken up insurances through NZALPA 
and it makes a lot of financial sense 
to do so. With the economy of scale 

in a group environment this means 
premiums can be comparatively lower 
to other individual retail offerings in 
the market.

“One of the added attractions about 
the Living Assurance Benefit is that a 
member’s spouse can apply for cover, 
which is also paid out in a lump sum if 
they meet the criteria to claim under 
one of the specified conditions.

“Flight service operators also have 
access to the spouses benefit and this 
is at a competitive rate so is really worth 
considering, too” Glen Kenny says. 

Members are reminded of the rules 
of various schemes. For example, all 
schemes are required to be notified if 
you have lost your Medical Certificate 
for a period. Full details of the terms 
and conditions can be found in the 
policy document.

NZALPA works with insurance 
financial advisor Andrew Hay from 
Apex Advice Group. For members 
who would like more information 
and to discuss the cover,  
contact him directly on 0800 500 
510 or 021 424 102, or email 
andrewh@apexgroup.co.nz

mailto:women.assist%40nzalpa.org.nz?subject=Women%27s%20Assistance%20Forum
mailto:andrewh%40apexgroup.co.nz?subject=Apex%20Advice%20Group


P A N  W O M E N ’ S  A S S I S T A N C E  F O R U M

0800 PAN 100  
And simply ask to talk with a Women’s Assistance Volunteer.C

A
LL

W O M E N  H E L P I N G 
W O M E N

PAN Women’s Assistance Forum for female  
pilots and air traffic controllers.
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STRESS MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

FOR YOURSELF FOR FAMILY MEMBERS AND FRIENDS

Remember you are normal and having normal reactions to 
an abnormal situation.

Share the following information/suggestions with those 
close to you:

Exercise is always important, but vigorous exercise is 
especially important within the first 24-48 hours of an 
accident or incident to offset the physiological stress 
reactions.  Move around, stretch and walk. Alternate 
relaxation techniques like deep breathing with exercise.

Offer your assistance and realise the traumatised person 
may not know what he or she needs or wants.

Realise that those around you, especially your family, may 
be under stress too.  Talk to them about what is going on 
with you.

Listen carefully without offering advice.  Don't try to "fix" 
the situation.

Structure your time, keep busy, and follow your routines of 
eating, sleeping, exercise, time with family, etc.

Don't take the traumatised person's anger or other 
feelings personal

Have someone stay with you for at least a few hours or 
even a day or so.

Be prepared for mood swings.  People experience trauma 
and cope with aftermath in different ways.  Respect this.

Reduce your use of caffeine and alcohol.  Both interfere 
with normal sleep and processing of the accident/incident 
or trauma

Give the traumatised person private time.

Take naps or just rest.  Get more rest than you usually do. Help them with everyday tasks. Most people will not call 
and ask for help

Contact friends and talk to people that you trust.  This is 
the most healing action you can take.  Talk about your 
reactions to the event and its "impact" on you.

Don’t tell them that they are “lucky it wasn’t worst” - 
traumatised people are not consoled by such statements.  
Instead tell the person that you are so sorry that such an 
event has occurred and you want to understand and assist 
them.

Eat healthy foods and snacks even if you are not hungry.  
Eat regular meals.

Create an environment that feels safe to share in.  Don’t 
attempt to force the traumatised person to talk if they 
don’t want to.

If you can not sleep after a few days, call the NZALPA office 
or your PSV for help.  Sleep is critical in recovery

Keep “curious questions” for your own self satisfaction 
in their appropriate place.  A later time might be more 
beneficial to everyone.

Drink lots of fresh water.
Don’t try to analyse the behaviors that may become 
apparent. Acceptance and support are the key elements of 
providing comfort.

What is a stress reaction?

In the context of critical incident 
stress management, stress reactions 
are psychological and physiological 
changes that occur in a person who 
has been exposed to a stressful 
event/situation.

Every person’s reactions will be 
different; however, most common for 
people experiencing stress reactions 
from an accident or incident is sleep 
problems, anger, and complaints 
concerning the loss of enjoyment of 
flying. Often we may not recognize our 

stress reactions and may even believe 
that because of our training and 
experience we are immune to stress.

Stress reactions may appear within 
days. In some cases, months or 
years may pass before the symptom 
surface. If within a few weeks the 
stress reactions do not diminish in 
frequency and intensity, assistance 
from a Mental Health Professional 
may be necessary.

An important part of helping to 
cope with stress is to stay in your 
normal daily routine. Keep exercising 

and avoid alcohol/caffeine. Stay 
in communication with friends/ 
peers about how you are feeling 
and remember - you are normal 
and having normal reactions to an 
abnormal situation.

Listed below are some things you can 
do to mitigate the effects of stress 
reactions. The information was taken 
from several sources associated with 
the International Critical Incident Stress 
Foundation, to which NZALPA’s PAN 
and CIRP are accredited programmes. 
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TOP TIPS: MAINTAINING OPTIMAL HEALTH DESPITE THE 
CHALLENGES OF THE PROFESSION
NZALPA’s Peer Assistance Network 
(PAN) exists to support those 
experiencing difficult times in their 
lives that can have an impact on 
mental health.

While many issues such as depression 
and anxiety aren’t specific to the 
aviation industry, the affect they can 
have on the ability for a pilot or air 
traffic controller to do their work. 
PAN through its volunteers and 
supervision by aviation psychologist 
Allan Baker provides a friendly ear 
and referral if needed.

“It is not easy, but it is our 
responsibility to reach out for support 
if we need it and PAN provides that 
confidential support from someone 
who identifies with your profession,” 
Medical and Welfare Director Andy 
Pender said.

“Equally, we have the responsibility 
to protect ourselves in the best way 
possible by aiming for optimal health. 

“This will not only improve our 
mental health and psychological 
wellbeing but puts us in the best 
possible position with our lifestyle 
and relationships so that when we do 
encounter any issues, we can tackle 
them head on.

“By making small changes, we can 
significantly enhance our overall 
mental health and wellbeing.”

Here are some tips from the 
Medical and Welfare Team:

1. Get sufficient restorative sleep: 

 Restorative sleep is essential 
for maintaining optimal levels 
of alertness and performance. 
The reality is that human motor 
performance and cognition reduce 
exponentially from poor quality 
sleep. This poses a particular 
challenge for pilots who must 
maintain alertness despite working 
non-traditional work hours, which 
can be less conducive to sleep. 
While the suggestions below are 
simple and obvious, it’s easy to 
forget the basics when fatigue 
kicks in. 

 To promote opportunities for 
restorative sleep you can:

• Block out light from the 
bedroom (e.g. use blackout 
curtains or roller shutters).

• Reduce the impact of noise 
that enters the bedroom (talk 
to your family about your 
sleeping times; use ear plugs or 
white noise such as a fan).

• Only use your bedroom for 
sleep, relaxation and sex 
(remove anything related to 
work and all technical devices). 

• Make sure the bedroom is a 
thermo-neutral zone (not too 
hot or too cold).

• Establish a pre-bed routine, 
which includes quiet/relaxing 
activities – avoid electronic 
devices prior to sleeping.

• Minimise use of caffeine and 
alcohol in the hours before 
bedtime.

• Be careful of prioritising your 
social life over sleep and aim to 
strike a balance of the two.

2. Make time for regular exercise: 

 Exercise is not only essential for 
maintaining optimal physical 
wellbeing, it also helps to increase 
energy levels, reduce fatigue, 
improve mood, promote restorative 
sleep and enhance your capacity 
to cope with stress. If, due to non-
traditional work hours you struggle 
to establish a regular exercise 
routine, even small amounts of 
exercise is better than none, so 
make sure you keep moving even 
if you feel fatigued. Ideas for you to 
increase activity include: 

• Set yourself a walking, running 
or swimming challenge – 
you can generally do these 
exercises anywhere.

continued on page 30 ...

FOR YOURSELF FOR FAMILY MEMBERS AND FRIENDS

Give yourself permission to feel rotten and share your 
feelings with others.

Be sensitive to the fact that pre-established routine 
sometimes help to reorient the individual to prior 
functioning levels.

Express your feelings as they arise.

A sensitive touch, a caring embrace or someone to sit quietly 
nearby may also be supportive as individuals sift through 
some of their own issues. We cannot make grief less painful, 
often a simple, “I’m sorry” is enough.

Do not make big life changes or major decisions.

Most of the time a barrage of help is available immediately 
after a traumatic event; but as the days and weeks go on, 
your friend or peer may need your help even more.  Stay in 
touch!

Make as many small, daily decisions as you can which will 
give you a feeling of control over your life.

Resist telling people how they should feel and try to let 
them know you have heard how they do feel.

Recurring thoughts, intrusive memories of the event, 
flashbacks are normal - don't try to fight them - they will 
decrease over time and become less painful.

Call for help for yourself when you feel overwhelmed - 
this program designed to also help family members and 
significant others.
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• Attend the gym and work 
to a programme – there are 
limitless choices of facilities 
with some operating 24/7.

• Undertake activities with a 
friend or colleague to keep you 
motivated.

• Increase your motivation by 
committing to an exercise goal 
(e.g. signing up for a fun run or 
a bike race).

3. Manage excess arousal effectively: 

 Prolonged stress without 
periods of rest and recovery 
can be detrimental to wellbeing. 
Effectively managing stress and 
learning to how to ‘switch off’ 
can relax your nervous system, 
recharging your batteries so 
that you can perform optimally. 
Effective strategies to manage 
stress include: 

... continued from page 29

• Be organised and learn how to 
prioritise. 

• Practice mindfulness 
techniques to reduce the 
impact of unhelpful thinking 
patterns.

• Practice deep breathing 
techniques such as 
diaphragmatic breathing.

• Learn a relaxation technique 
such as progressive muscle 
relaxation.

• Make time for regular exercise 
as outlines above.

• Integrate “slow time” into your 
day (consider a slow walk, swim 
or mindful yoga).

• If you are worrying about a 
problem, ask yourself, is the 
problem solvable? If ‘yes’ then 
start problem solving to come 

up with a solution. If ‘no’, 
practice acceptance and let go.

4. Reach out to others for support 

 If you already have a suite of 
effective stress management 
techniques then keep at it. If not, 
consider reaching out to friends, 
family and colleagues when 
the going gets tough. NZALPA’s 
Peer Assistance can help with 
supporting you through stressful 
times and/or advice on the 
implementation of the tips listed 
above, and other ideas, if required. 

Parts of this article make reference to 
an article prepared by contributors Cate 
Larkins – Industrial Officer Australian 
Federation of Air Pilots (AFAP) and 
Eleasa Mullavey, Psychological Health 
Intervention of the AFAP. The full 
article was printed in NZALPA’s Stable 
Approach (Winter 2015) originally with 
the permission of AFAP.
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PHOTO COMPETITION: SHARING YOUR UNIQUE VIEWS
Pilots and air traffic controllers 
experience views not seen by most. 
To help us share these unique views 
with the wider community, NZALPA 
asked for members to submit their 
best shots. 

We received more than 35 high-
quality entries making picking a 
winner a difficult decision for NZALPA 
President Tim Robinson and the team 
of judges. 

After selecting a top five, Matt 
Oates’ stunning image of a sunset at 
Whakatane Airport, featuring an Air 
Chathams plane, was crowned overall 
winner. Congratulations Matt! Matt’s 
photo also features on the front cover 
of this month’s issue.

Matt Oates.

OVERALL 
WINNER

Cibin Philip. Jon Brooks.

Cibin Philip.
Jamie Henery.

Rick Moloney. Ritchie Rutherford.

Luke Cutler. Robin Mainprize.

Jamie Henery.
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